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The Output Cost of Disinflation in

Traditionaland VectorAutoregressive
Models
adjustmentof the aggregateprice level to demand and
supplyshocks has long been a leadingtopic of controversyin macroeconomics. Among the many issues requiringfor their resolution solid
empiricalevidence on the dynamicsof price adjustmentis the prediction
of the outputloss thatwould accompanya strategyof monetarydisinflation. Four years ago ArthurM. Okunsurveyeda varietyof econometric
evidence and reached the pessimistic conclusion that the inflation
process in the postwar United States is so inertia prone that the
cumulativesacrificeof 10percent of a year's GNP would be requiredto
achieve a permanent1 percentagepoint reductionin the inflationrate.'
This paper compares the dynamic response patterns of prices and
output that emerge from two quite differentapproachesto time-series
econometrics, the traditionalstructuralframeworkimbedded in most
econometricmodels, and the more recent nonstructuralor atheoretical
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vector autoregressive(VAR)technique.Both approachesreachconclusionsby imposingrestrictionsof differenttypes; by assessingthe validity
of these restrictions, we are able to compare the merits of each methodology. Of equal importanceare new estimates of the speed of price
adjustmentin the postwarUnited States, whichwe summarizein a single
numbercalled the sacrificeratio that measuresthe outputloss required
to eliminatepermanentlyone point of inflation.By introducingseveral
channels of monetaryinfluence on the inflationprocess that are often
overlooked, we conclude that the sacrifice ratio is roughly half that
suggestedby Okun's survey.
Although they are often regarded as radically different, both the
traditionaland VAR approachesto time-serieseconometricsessentially
carry out the same task of allocating zero restrictions in the face of
scarce degrees of freedom. Withonly 140quarterlyobservationsavailable in the postwar U.S. nationalaccounts data for 1947-81, an econometric model containingsixteen endogenous and exogenous variables
wouldhave only fourdegreesof freedomremainingif each variablewere
enteredwitheightlaggedvalues on the right-handside of each equation.2
The traditionalapproachuses theory to exclude all but a few variables
from each equation-for instance, the investmenttax creditmattersfor
investmentbut not for wages-while price controldummiesand energy
pricesmatterfor prices but not for consumption,and so on. Thismethod
of imposingzero restrictionsallows econometricmodelsto become very
largeand, if necessary, to containmore variablesthan there are sample
observationsavailable.
In contrast, the typical small-scale VAR model treats all variables
symmetricallyby includingeach on the right-handside of every equation
andby allowingeach explanatoryvariableto enterwiththe samenumber
of lagged values. This symmetryforces investigatorsto limit the total
numberof variablesin the model to an arbitrarysubset believed to be
importantfor the economy as a whole (interestrate, money, price level,
output)and to exclude variablesthat the traditionalapproachtypically
includesin individualequations(investmenttax credit,controldummies,
energyprices).3
2. With eight lagged values, the first observation of each equation would be 1949:1,
leaving 132 observations in the sample period.
3. The current popularity of VAR models attests to the influence of two papers by
Christopher Sims, "Macroeconomics and Reality," Economnetrica, vol. 48 (January 1980),
pp. 1-48, and "Comparison of Interwar and Postwar Business Cycles: Monetarism
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ChristopherSims has argued convincingly that many of the zero
restrictionsembodied in traditionalmodels are "incredible," particularlybecause any laggedvariablemay influencethe formationof expectations. Ourpapermakes the reverse criticismthatthe zero restrictions
embodied in VAR models are equally dubious because the pursuit of
symmetryhas usuallyled investigatorsto exclude explanatoryvariables
that other researchdemonstratesto be highly significantstatisticallyin
some equations, and to have a strong theoreticalpresumptionof relevance. Our preferredhybrid strategy for model specificationuses the
VAR approach to evaluate conventional restrictions and exogeneity
assumptions,but then includes a second step that "edits" insignificant
variablesand lag lengths, as well as nominalvariablesfrom equations
explainingrelative price variables, to obtain a model of tractable size
that yields plausiblerelationsin long-runsimulations.
Our use of alternativemodels to calculate sacrificeratios for hypothetical future policy regimes is subject to the Lucas critique that
parametersestimated from sample-periodvalues may not be invariant
to arbitraryshifts in policy. Most papersusing the VAR techniquehave
avoided this critiqueby constructingmultivariateexogeneity and causality tests for smallinnovationsto money or other variablesassumedto
occur withinthe historicalsampleperiod. We defendourexcursioninto
the future against the Lucas critique by pointing to the stability of
parametersin ourbasic inflationequationover a historicalsampleperiod
duringwhich the response of monetary policy to output and inflation
underwentsignificantchanges.
The VAR Methodology
ESTIMATION

The VAR methodology begins with the concept of a covariancestationarytime series, one that has a mean and an autocovarianceat all
Reconsidered," American Economic Review, vol. 70 (May 1980 Papers and Proceedings,
1979), pp. 250-57. Some of the methodology was developed in Robert B. Litterman,
"Techniques of Forecasting Using Vector Autoregressions," Working Paper 115 (Federal
Reserve Bank of Minneapolis, 1979). Recent applications of the technique include Stanley
Fischer, "Relative Shocks, Relative Price Variability, and Inflation," BPEA, 2:1981, pp.
381-431, and Benjamin Friedman, "The Roles of Money and Credit in Macroeconomic
Analysis," Working Paper 831 (National Bureau of Economic Research, 1981).
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lags that are constantthroughtime.4By Wold's theoremany such timeseries process, say x, can be decomposed into two components. The
first, ,, is linearly deterministic, that is, exactly predictablegiven a
linear combination of its own past values; the second is a moving
average,possibly of infinitelength, of white noise errors,Et:
(1)

xt =

t+

E(E

A(L)Et,

=

0

rl
E(E,Ef)= k

0O

k= 0
k
k 4- O,

whereA(L) is a polynomialin the lag operator.
Whenthe polynomialA(L) is invertible,6an autoregressiverepresentationof equation 1 exists and can be writtenas
(2)

A(L) - lxt = A(L)'- 1qt +

e.

By moving the lagged x's to the right-handside of the equation and
combiningthem with the -q's,which, by definition,are linearfunctions
of laggedx's, we obtainthe system of equations,
N

(3)

xt = B(L)xt

+Et

=E
j=1

BjLjxt

+Et.

In general, N, the lag length of the autoregressiverepresentationin 3,
will be infinite,but in practice it is generallytruncatedto some number
thatis both smallenoughto be computationallyfeasibleandlargeenough
to ensure that the equationresidualsare approximatelywhite noise. In
4. Covariance stationarity is not an innocuous assumption, but it can often be
approximated for macroeconomic time series by defining variables as first differences.
5. White noise errors, like covariance stationary series, have constant autocovariances, but in addition have all covariances identically zero. That is, there are no systematic
components that would enable a white noise process to be predicted from its own past.
6. Invertibility of A(L) rules out cases in which x, depends to a greater extent on past
innovations than on current ones. For example, if equation 1 were univariate, -q, = 0, and
A(L) = 1 - aL, that equation would be x, = Et - aE,-,. Successive substitutions to
eliminate the lagged error terms would yield
x, + ax, , +

a2 Xt-2

+

--- + a'lx,-,,

=

Et

- at"+I E,,,-,.

If a is greater than 1, the last term does not vanish as m increases, so no autoregressive
representation exists. In this case, the requirement of invertibility for the polynomial A(L)
= 1 - aL is that a is less than 1 in absolute value.
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this case, 3 is the basic form of a vector autoregressionin which each
regressorxit, an element of the vector xt, is a linearfunction of its own
lagged values, the lagged values of all other regressorsin the system,
and a white noise errorterm. If there are M time-seriesvariablesin the
model, then the coefficient matrixBj is of dimension M by NM. As a
consequence,every variablein the modelis treatedas beingendogenous,
and each has two components-its best linearpredictorgiven information available one period previously, and its linearly unpredictable
"innovation."
An example of the general form of 3 can be seen in a hypothetical
VAR model containingonly two variables,growthof the money supply,
mt,andpt, the GNP deflator:7
bmmmt-I + bt,lppt- I+

(4a)

m,=

(4b)

pt = bpmmt_I + bpppt-I+ Ept.

Enlt

Here each variableis explained by one lag (N = 1) of each of the two
(M = 2) variablesin the model and an erroror "innovation"term (e)
that representsthat partof the dependentvariablenot predictablefrom
knowledge of lagged values of the regressors. Since we have two
equationsand one laggedvalue, the coefficientmatrixB is of dimension
2 x 2.
Equation3 andthe example(4a and4b) take the formof the multivariate regression model, and the presence of identical sets of regressors
foreach of the Mequationsensuresthatthe coefficientsmaybe estimated
consistently by single-equationleast squares.8If it is furtherassumed
that the innovations, Et, are not only white noise but are also normally
distributed,then the estimates of the Bj coefficients are asymptotically
efficient.
The testing of restrictionsin a VAR is quite differentfrom standard
econometricmethodologybecause it involves consideringthe impactof
a given restrictionon the modelas a whole, ratherthanon each individual
equation.9For instance, the test of truncationrestrictionshas generally
7. Throughout this paper lowercase variables denote rates of growth; uppercase denote
levels.
8. Peter Schmidt, Econometrics (Marcel Dekker, 1976), pp. 78-80.
9. Tests of restrictions on the model can be carried out by comparing the determinants
of the restricted and unrestricted covariance matrices of the equation errors. The test
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been to test thejoint significanceof longerlags (such as eightversus four
quarters)on all variablesin all equations. Yet this proceduremay reject
longerlags that are unimportantin all equationsexcept one, the one in
whichthe lagsmayhave a significantexplanatoryrole. Thisis an example
of how substantiveeconomicissues becomeintertwinedwithrestrictions
thatare said to be introducedsimplyto reduce complexity.
SIMULATIONS

All simulations calculated in VAR studies must grapple with the
treatmentof contemporaneouscorrelationamonginnovations. In conventional model building this issue is often suppressed by arbitrary
restrictions that constrain the contemporaneouscorrelation between
two variablesto be unidirectional.This occurs, for instance, in models
in which the money supplyis treatedas exogenous, and currentmoney
changes are included in an equation for price changes. In the VAR
frameworkboth prices and money are assumed to be endogenous, and
because contemporaryright-handvariablesareomittedat the estimation
stage, any contemporaneous correlation shows up as a correlation
between the currentinnovationsin the price and money equations.
Simulationsof the effect of an exogenous shock require that some
assumptionbe made about the causal orderingof the relation. Investi-

statistica can be computedas
a

= (T -

k)(logIfRI

-

log IfUI),

where T is the numberof observations,k is the numberof estimatedparametersin each
equation,andIfRI andIful denote, respectively,the determinantsof thecontemporaneous
covariancematrixof the residualsof the restrictedandunrestrictedmodels. This statistic
a is distributedas X2with r degrees of freedom, where r is the numberof restrictions
imposed.If the fl matricesarediagonal(implyingthatresidualsaremutuallyuncorrelated
acrossequations)the relevantdeterminantsare simplythe productof the residualsumsof
squaresfromeach equationand the statistica clearlyinterpretableas the deteriorationin
fit causedby imposingthe restrictions.If therewere only one equationthe statisticwould
reduceto approximately
(SSRR - SSRU)

SSRUl(T - k)

where SSR denotes the sum of squaredresiduals. This statistic is easily seen to be r
multipliedby the conventionalF-statistic for testing restrictionsin a single regressionequation.
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gators can avoid an arbitrarychoice about causal orderingonly if they
have a single-equationmodel, or if they arefortunateenoughto findthat
the innovationsin each equation,for instance, E,,t and E,,in the example
4a, 4b are contemporaneouslyuncorrelated. In this lucky case, the
estimatedequations4a and 4b can be invertedto compute the movingaverageresponse of p, to currentand past innovations,
(5)

Pt = Ept + bppEp,t
+

bpnzEm,t-i

+ (bpp +

b nbmp)Ep,t-2

+ (bpn?1bnlm +

bppbpnz)Em,t-2

+
+

e

and a symmetricresponse for mt. In 5 a monetaryinnovationin periodt
has no effect on prices untilperiodt + 1, and vice versa for the effect of
a price innovationon money. More generally, the estimated system of
equationsgiven by 3 can be invertedto computext as a movingaverage
of past errors:
(6)

xt = (I -B(L))-

Et.

If, however, the innovation processes are contemporaneouslycorrelated, investigatorsmust decide how to treat this correlation.In our
two-equationexample, there are two obvious alternatives. First, the
errorin the money equationcan be decomposedinto a portionexplained
by the price innovationand a remainingindependentportion,Una:
(7)

Emt =

CmpEpt

+

Utnt;

Ept =

Upta

where Cmp is the estimated coefficient in a regressionof Etnt on Ept.The
second alternativeis to assume that the price errorcan be decomposed
in the opposite direction:10
(8)

Ept =

CpmEn7t +

upt;

Ernt =

U t71t

Now considerintroducinga shock, s,,,, into the money equationequal to
one sample-periodstandarddeviation of the error, Etn, and comparing
this event with another hypothetical situationin which no such shock
occurs. The calculatedeffect of this on prices in the initialperiodwould
10. Note that these two alternatives,and the thirdchoice discussed below, do not
exhaustthe plausibleassumptionsabout causalitybetween contemporaneouserrors. It
would also be possible to assume that each error helps to explain the others. Then,
however,regressiontechniquescould not be used, and the size of each error'seffects on
the otherswouldhave to be knowna priori.
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be Apt = 0 underthe alternativeof 7 and in the second periodwould be
bptnsr.In contrast, if the alternativeof 8 were used, the initial-period
response of prices would be Cpmsm, and the second period response
Thus it is likely that the simulation of a
would be (bpm + bppCpm)sm.

monetarydisinflationusing 8 would yield a largerand faster dynamic
responseof prices thanan alternativesimulationusing 7.
At firstglance it mightseem preferableto avoid the choice between 7
and 8 by ignoringthe contemporaneouscorrelation,that is, by setting
both c,,p and

Cpm

equal to zero even though they are known to be

nonzero."IThis thirdchoice would be tantamountto the selection of 7
for the simulationof a monetaryshock, since the price responses in the
And the use of
firsttwo periodswould be, respectively, zero and bp7lstn,.
the same criterionfor the simulationof the effects of a price innovation
would lead investigatorsinto an inconsistency, since in this case they
wouldhave switched in midstreamfrom7 to 8. In short,the thirdchoice
is even more arbitrarythan the first two. It is both inconsistent and
involves throwingout known information.'2
The assumptionabout causal orderingof contemporaneouserrorsin
a VAR system amountsto a decision about admittingcurrentvariables
into the estimating equation. To see this, return to the general VAR
model in 3 and decompose each errorterm, Ei,, into a partexplainedby
the other innovations,Ejt,and a remainingcomponentthat is orthogonal
to them, ut.
Following the analysis given above for the two-variablecase, we
assume that if jt affects Eit, there is no reverse causality. We order the
variablesso that a given error affects only errors that are lower in the
11. In this example,

c,7

and c,pmare the regression coefficients from equations 7 and 8;

hence,
T
C,,,

=

EE

E
r=

E

=

1MPApp

I

wherewijis the i, jth elementof fQ
Ingeneral,the C matrixcan be calculatedrecursivelyfromthe identity(I hencethe identity
(I - C)-'uu' (I - C)=
12. In general, any linear combination of Cp,n,and

C)E, = u,, and

f.
C,7,p

would be acceptable, since

equations7 and 8 are both unidentified,but in looking at the extremes we are able to
examinethe full effect of the orderingassumptionon the propertiesof the system.
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list; that is, Ej,affects Ei, only ifj < i. This orderingis called a triangularization of the system. In matrix notation we can write a set of M
regressionequationsanalogousto 7 and 8:
Et = CE, + ut,

(9)

where C is a lower triangularM x M matrixwith zeros on the diagonal,
and whose i, jth element is the regressioncoefficientof EionEjforj < i.
Since the E vector is orthogonalto all of the regressorsin equation3, the
B andCcoefficientscouldalso be obtainedby fittingthe set of regressions,
N

(10)

x-=

>BIjxt

j=1

+

CEt + ut,

whereeach equationexcept the firstincludesin the list of regressorsthe
residualsfromeach previousregression.It is easy to show that identical
residuals, ut, to those in 10 will be obtainedfrom an alternativeset of
regressions that directly include, in all equations except the first, the
currentvalues of the dependentvariablesfromeach previousequation,
N

(11)

x,= EDjLjxt + Gxt + ut,
j=1

where Dj is the M x M matrix of coefficients on variables laggedj
periods, and G is the lower triangularmatrixof coefficientson included
currentvariables.13 In termsof the simplemodel of equations4a and4b,
if the money equation were ordered first the two equations would be
estimatedas
(12a)

m,= dmmmt-I+ dtl1ppt,_+ Umt

(12b)

Pt = dpmmt-I + dpppt_ + gpmm,+ upt.

13. This can be seen by substituting each equation of 10 into every equation with a
lower order. The D and G matrices are related to B and C matrices by the following
identities:
i-l

Q
C(k, m)

G(i, m) = C(i, m) Bj(i, m) = Bj(i, m) -

Q m)Dj(k, m),
C(k,

where x(i, m) represents the (i, m)th element of x.
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Table 1. A Three-EquationVAR Model
Number of coefficients
on explanatory variables
Dependent

~~~Current

Lagged
Lagged

variable

M

Q

P

M

M

N

N

N

...

Q

N

N

N

P

N

N

N

1
1

Q

P

...

...

...
1

...

Here the money equationcontains only lagged values, but the inflation
equationalso includes the contemporaneousvalue of money.
The outcome of all this is that when contemporaneouserrors have
been causally ordered, a VAR model of the form of equation 3 is
equivalentto the system of equation 10 or 11, or the simple example of
equation 12. And these systems look a lot more like a "conventional"
econometricmodel than 3 because they includeboth currentand lagged
values of right-handvariables. The main differences between conventionalmodels and triangularizedVAR models are that the latterinclude
all lagged regressors in each equation, impose equal lag lengths, and
allow currentright-handvariablesto enter only in a recursivefashion.
The question remainsof how to order the equations. The recursive
form (11) suggests that, recalling that G is lower triangular, those
variables that respond most to current events, such as changes in
exchange rates and interestrates, shouldbe placed at the bottom of the
equationlist so thattheirvalues reflectcontemporaneousrealizationsof
variablesof a higherorder. Conversely, those variablesthoughtby the
investigatorto be least sensitive to currentinnovationswould be placed
at the top; this is consistent with the ordering used by Sims.'4 The
orderingchosen clearly depends on the investigator'sprevious beliefs
for, while it seems reasonableto orderinterestandexchangerates at the
bottomof the list, the relativepositionsof money, output,andprices are
controversial.
The implicit appearanceof contemporaneousvariablesin 11 allows
us to use a simpletabulardevice to describeany of the models examined
below by indicatingwhich variablescontributecoefficientsto the D and
G matrices. For instance, Sims' simple three-equationmodel for the
14. Sims, "MacroeconomicsandReality."
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levels of money, M, output, Q, and prices, P, can be displayed as in
table 1.'I
The table states that the three equations explainingM, Q, and P,
respectively, each contain N lagged values of M, Q, and P, while in
addition the Q equation contains the current value of M, and the P
equation contains the current values of M and Q. The M equation
containsno currentvalues. If the right-hand(G) matrixwere to contain
elements above the diagonal, the model would not be recursive and
would have to be solved simultaneously.
Gradual Adjustment of Prices to Demand and Supply Shocks
Whereasthe VARmodelof the previoussectionis minimallyrestricted
and atheoretical,this section introducesa more traditionalmodel with
many restrictions-both in the construction of variables and in the
introduction of particular variables and lag lengths into individual
equations-which reflect a mixture of previous beliefs and empirical
experimentation.The VAR model is symmetricin variables, whereas
the centralfocus here is on the specificationof an equation explaining
the rate of changeof the aggregateprice level. Each additionalequation
is provided solely to make endogenous a variablethat appears on the
right-handside of the inflation equation, rather than for its intrinsic
interest.These auxiliaryequationsare deliberatelyconstructedto avoid
the introductionof any additionalendogenous variablesinto the model
beyond those appearingin the inflationequation.
SPECIFICATION

OF

THE

INFLATION

EQUATION

The aggregatesupply sector of traditionaleconometric models has
typically included two separate equations describing wage and price
behavior,withthe formerincludinga variablesuchas the unemployment
ratemeasuringlabormarkettightness,andthe latterinvolvinga variable
such as the rate of capacity utilization measuring product market
tightness.Yet in the presence of gradualadjustmentof wages and prices
that is generally assumed in such econometric research, the relevant
theoreticalframeworkis a model withoutmarketclearingcharacterized
by spillovers between the product and labor marketthat imply a high
correlationbetween the unemploymentof labor and the utilizationof
15. Sims, "Interwar and Postwar."
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capacity.'6Indeed, as Okun's law would lead one to expect, the level
and change in the ratio of actual to "natural"real GNP (hereafterthe
outputratio, Q,)can explainchanges in both wages and prices as well as
variables traditionallyidentified with particularmarkets, such as the
unemploymentrate and ratioof unfilledordersto capacity.'7
The inflationequationdeveloped here is designed to suppress wage
changesas botha dependentandindependentvariable.'8 Wageandprice
markupequations are specified with restrictionson lags that allow the
wage variableto drop out of the model, leaving inflationspecified as a
function of its own past values, a demandpressure variable,x, and a
vector of various supply shift variables, z, that may influence the
determinationof wages, prices, or both:
(13)

pt = yo + y1(L)pt- + Y2(L)xt+ Y3(L)zt +

Et.

Hereeach L in parenthesisindicatesthatthe set of coefficientsis allowed
to be a polynomialin the lag operator.Each componentof the z vector
is definedto equal zero when a particularsupplyshiftis absent, allowing
a zero value for the sum of the xt term and the constant term to be
interpretedas a "no-shocknaturalrate" situationcompatiblewith steady
inflation(pt = p,_ l)
Inthe researchpaperthatdevelopedthe particularformof the inflation
equationused here, the proxyforxtwas GeorgePerry'sdemographically
16. The spillover model is analyzed in John Muellbauer and Richard Portes, "Macroeconomic Models with Quantity Rationing," Economic Journal, vol. 88 (December 1978),
pp. 788-821. The sources of gradual wage and price adjustment are examined in Arthur
M. Okun, Prices and Quantities: A Macroeconomic Analysis (Brookings Institution,
1981), and Robert J. Gordon, "Output Fluctuations and Gradual Price Adjustment,"
Journal of Economic Literature, vol. 19 (June 1981), pp. 493-530.
17. Robert J. Gordon, "Can the Inflation of the 1970s Be Explained?" BPEA, 1:1977,
pp. 253-77. The shift from the more structural interpretation of wage and price equations
present in Gordon's earlier papers to the present interest in the VAR approach can be
traced to those 1977 results and particularly to Christopher Sims's published remarks on
that paper (in that same BPEA volume, p. 279): "Christopher Sims expressed some
amusement that the best wage equation had no labor market variables in it. This result
conformed with his belief that wage and price equations cannot be distinguished as applying
to different categories of behavior. It was preferable to consider them as interesting
statistical reduced-form summaries of the dynamic relationships among the variables."
18. Robert J. Gordon, "Inflation, Flexible Exchange Rates, and the Natural Rate of
Unemployment," in Martin Neil Baily, ed., Workers, Jobs, and Inflation (Brookings
Institution, 1982), pp. 88-155. That paper tests and rejects the inclusion of lagged wages
in the wage equation.
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weighted unemploymentrate, UW.)9The naturalweighted unemployment rate can be calculatedfrom 13 as
/N

UW* =

-Y

o

Y2j,
j=l

wherethe y2jare the individualcoefficientsin the Y2(L)distribution.20
In
this paper we simplify the presentationby omittingthe unemployment
rate and substitutingthe highlycorrelatedlog outputratio, Q,. Because
the natural unemploymentrate and the natural real GNP levels are
definedby the same criterion,the log outputratiois zero in equilibrium,
allowingthe constanttermto be excludedfrom 13.21
Table 2 presentsestimates of 13for the sampleperiod 1954:2through
1980:4and for the first and last halves of the period separately. The
estimationfor the full sampleperiodallows one parameterchangein the
middle,of the period, a shift in the coefficients on the lagged dependent
variable;this sum of coefficientsincreases modestly in the last half, and
the mean lag of the distributionshortens substantiallyfrom 14.6 to 8.9
quarters.The shift is highly significant,with F(4,72) = 4.20 exceeding
the 1 percent critical value of 3.59, and may be due to the increased
proportionof workers covered by cost-of-livingagreementsin the last
half of the sampleperiod.
The outputratio entry shows a highly significantsum of coefficients.
The remainderof the table lists the sums of coefficients on the various
supply-shiftvariables,z. The resultsfor the full sampleperiodin the first
columncan be summarizedas follows. The Nixon-eraprice controlsare
estimatedto have held down the price level by 1.5 percentagepoints,
andtheirremovalto have raisedthe price level by 2.5 points. It appears
thatthis estimatedeffect fromremovingcontrolscombinesthe effect of
19. George L. Perry, "ChangingLabor Marketsand Inflation,"BPEA, 3:1970, pp.
411-41.
20. Gordonin "Inflation,Flexible ExchangeRates" tests and rejectsthe hypothesis
thatthe naturalweightedunemploymentrate shiftedupwardin the 1970s.
21. NaturalrealGNP, Q*,is set equalto actualrealGNP, Q,, in yearswhenthe actual
weightedunemploymentratewas equalto the estimatednaturalweightedunemployment
rate; it is interpolatedfor interveningyears, and is assumed to grow after 1979:1at an
annualrateof 2.75 percent.OurresultingQ*seriesis $1,520billionin 1980andthusis even
more pessimistic than the recent $1,546 billion estimate in John A. Tatom, "Potential
Output and the Recent Productivity Decline," Review of the Federal Reserve Bank of St.

Louis,vol. 64 (January1982),p. 16.
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Table 2. Basic Equation Explaining Quarterly Change in the Fixed-WeightGNP
Deflator,AlternativeSample Periods, 1954:2 through 1980:4a

Independent variable or summary statisticb
Independent variable
Lagged dependent variable, p,-l
1954:2-1966:4
Mean lag
1967:1-1980:4
Mean lag
Output ratio, Q,
Nixon control dummies, Zi,
Controls "on"
Controls "off"
Deviation in productivity growth, Z2,
Relative price of food and energy, Z3,
Relative price of imports, Z4,
Effective exchange rate for 1975-80, Z5,
Effective minimum wage rate, Z6,
Effective social security tax rate, Z7,

1954:21980:4

1954:21966:4

0.88**
(14.6)
1.01*
(8.9)
0.35*

0.89*
(13.7)
. . .

- 1.49*
2.47*
- 0.19*
0.60*
0.06**
- 0.10*
0.03*
0.33***

. . .
...
- 0.08
0.56
-0.10
. . .
0.04*
0.05

0.42*

1967:11980:4

...
1.04*
(7.6)
0.32*
-0.96***
1.77***
- 0.31*
0.37
0.08***
-0.07***
0.04
-0.11

Summary statistic
P2

Standard error of estimate
Sum of squared residuals

0.956
0.740
39.4

0.859
0.623
8.9

0.940
0.868
18.8

Sources: All data are from the national income and product accounts except the effective exchange rate and wage
and hourly earnings data, which are from International Monetary Fund, Initerntiationial
Finanicial Statistics and U.S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics, respectively.
*
Significant at the I percent level.
**
Significant at the 5 percent level.
Significant at the 10 percent level.
a. The output ratio, Q, is the log of the ratio of real GNP to natural real GNP. The latter is set equal to real GNP
in years when the actual weighted unemployment rate was equal to the estimated natural weighted unemployment
rate, is interpolated for intervening years, and is assumed to grow after 1979:1 at an annual rate of 2.75 percent.
The Zlt Nixon control dummies are defined to sum to 4.0, since the dependent variable is the quarterly change
multiplied by 4.0. Specifically, the Nixon "on" variable is defined as 0.8 for the five quarters 1971:3-1972:3, while
the Nixon "off" variable is defined as 0.4 for 1974:2 and 1975:1, and 1.6 for 1974:3 and 1974:4.
The remaining variables are defined as follows: Z2t-the difference between the rate of growth of nonfarm business
productivity and a trend that is allowed to decelerate from 2.56 percent a year during 1956-64, to 2.11 percent for
rate of growth of the fixed weight
1964-72, to 1.22 percent for 1972-78, and to 0.5 percent for 1978-81; z3,-the
personal consumption expenditure deflator minus the growth in the same fixed weight consumption deflator stripped
of food and energy; z4,-the difference between the rates of growth of the fixed weight import deflator and the fixed
weight GNP deflator; z5,-the change in the index combining the exchange rates between U.S. dollars and seventeen
other major currencies with weights derived from the International Monetary Fund's Multilateral Exchange Rate
Model; Z6t-the difference between the rate of growth of the statutory minimum wage and average hourly earnings
in the nonfarm economy; and z7,-the percentage change in (1/(1 - t)), where t is the ratio of total federal and state
and local social security contributions to total wage and salary income. All variables, except for the output ratio and
the Nixon control variables, are expressed as rates of change. Quarterly changes are at annual rates.
b. The lagged dependent variable, Pt-i, is the sum of coefficients of a twenty-four quarter lag distribution
constrained to lie along a fourth-degree polynomial with a zero end-point constraint (with mean lags in parentheses);
Q, and Z3t are the sums of coefficients of an unconstrained lag distribution including the current and four lagged
values; Z2, is the sum of coefficients of an unconstrained lag distribution including the current and one lagged value;
Z4t, Z6t, and Z7t are the sums of coefficients of an unconstrained lag distribution including four lagged values; and Z5t
is the coefficient on one lagged value.
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endingcontrols with the cumulativeimpactof the 1971-74depreciation
of the dollar, the maineffect of which was delayed by the controls until
1974.22The coefficient on the deviation of actual productivitygrowth
from its trend implies that firms base 20 percent of their price-setting
decisions on actualproductivitychanges, and the remaining80 percent
on trend productivitygrowth.23Changes in the relative prices of food
andenergyare definedas the differencebetween the growthratesof the
deflatorfor personalconsumptionexpenditures,respectively including
andexcludingexpenditureson food andenergy.If the dependentvariable
were the change in the total consumption deflator, and if the other
explanatoryvariables influencedonly the consumptiondeflatornet of
food and energy with no impact on the difference between the two
deflators, the coefficient on this variable in table 2 would be 1.0. The
actualcoefficientof 0.6 resultsfromsome combinationof, first,the effect
of our choice of the fixed-weightGNP deflatoras dependentvariable,
particularlythe exclusion from this variableof oil and other imports;
andsecond, the possible negativecorrelationbetweenotherexplanatory
variablesin table 2, such as the outputratio, and the differencebetween
the deflatorswith and withoutfood and energy.
Two other variables, changes in the relative price of importsand in
the effective exchange rate of the dollar, reflect the sensitivity of U.S.
inflation to international events.24 Last, the equation includes two
domestic supply-shiftvariables,changesin the effective minimumwage
rate and in the effective social security tax rate. The coefficient on the
latter indicates that about one-third of an increase in the combined
payrolltax (employee plus employershare)is shiftedforwardto prices,
andthe burdenof the remainderfalls on profitsand wages.
22. Thisinterpretationis explainedin Gordon's"Inflation,FlexibleExchangeRates"
as due to the fact that the exchange rate is allowed to have an impactonly beginningin
1975:2.Thusthe controls"off" coefficientcombinesthe effect of endingcontrolswiththe
cumulativeimpactof the 1971-74depreciationof the dollar.
23. The productivitygrowthtrendis allowed to deceleratefrom 2.56 percenta year
during1954-64to 2.11 percentfor 1964-72,to 1.22percentfor 1972-78,andto 0.5 percent
for 1978-81. The estimatedcoefficienton the productivitygrowthdeviationof -0.19 is
remarkablyclose to the figureof - 0.24 estimatedmore than a decade ago in RobertJ.
Gordon,"Inflationin Recession andRecovery,"BPEA, 1:1971,p. 129.
24. The formeris definedas the differencebetween the quarterlyrates of change of
the fixed-weightimportdeflatorandfixed-weightGNPdeflator.The latteris definedas the
changein the effective exchange rate using the IMF MultilateralExchangeRate Model
weights; see International Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistics, line am.x.
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STRUCTURE

OF

THE

MODEL

The small econometric model designed to calculate the output and
price effects of a monetary deceleration adds to 13 the minimum number
of equations needed to explain its endogenous explanatory variables.
Unlike the VAR approach, in which all variables are usually treated as
endogenous, here some of the relevant variables are assumed to be
exogenous:
Endogenous

Exogenous

Food-energyeffect, z3,
Changein relativeprice of imports,

Adjustedmoney-supplygrowth, h,i
Pricecontroldummies,Zit
Changein effective minimumwage,

Z4t

AdjustednominalGNP growth,9t
Outputratio, Qt
Deviationin productivitygrowth,z2t
Inflationrate,pt
Changein U.S. effective exchange
rate, Z5t

Z6t

Changein effective social security
payrolltax, z,t

The endogenous variables are arranged in an order that treats the foodenergy effect and relative price of imports as "most exogenous" and
allows the inflation rate and effective exchange rate to be influenced by
current innovations in each of the variables listed above them. The
variables included in each equation are shown in table 3, which has a
format similar to that of table 1.
The first two variables listed, the food-energy effect and the relative
price of imports, are often treated as exogenous. Here each of the two is
allowed to depend on its own lagged values, the lagged values of the
other, and the lagged effective exchange rate. Money, nominal GNP,
and inflation are excluded from the equations for these two variables
because in simulations of future policies we do not want the rate of
relative price change to be influenced permanently by changes in the
growth rates of nominal money and GNP.25
25. Although the effective exchange rate is also a nominal variable, the equation
describingits determinationis neutralin the longrunwithrespectto changesin the growth
rateof nominalmoney. Ourjustificationfor this specificationis given below.
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The sums of coefficientsfor these equationsandthose for the nominal
GNP and labor productivityequations are set out in table 4. It can be
seen that the relative price of food and energy, Z3, depends most
significantlyon the foreign exchange rate, Z5. By contrast the relative
price of imports,Z4, depends little on the exchange rate directly, but is
very stronglyinfluencedby its own laggedvalue andby the food-energy
variable. The high coefficient on currentand lagged food and energy
prices appearsto be due to the unusualand correlatedmovementsof oil
prices, importprices, and the exchange rate in the 1970s.In view of the
possible spuriousness of this coefficient for long-runsimulations, we
later examine the sensitivity of the results of our model's simulationto
the exclusion of the food-energyand importprice equations.
Because the model is designedto trace the outputandprice effects of
alternative deterministic monetary growth paths, money growth is
treated as an exogenous variable. The growth rates of money and the
nominalGNP are adjustedby nettingout the growthof naturalrealGNP
- q*). This allows us to move back and forth
=
mt = m - q*
between these nominalgrowthratesandthe outputratio,usingthe basic
identity,
t Qt- + t-P.
I
To avoid introducingany additionalvariablesrelevant to the determination of aggregatedemand, the adjustedgrowth rate of nominalGNP
is determinedin a bivariateGranger-typeVAR equation in which the
only explanatoryvariablesare lagged values of adjustednominalGNP
and current and lagged adjusted money growth. Then the inflation
equation13andthe identity 14are solved simultaneouslyto splitcurrent
nominalGNP growthbetween inflationand changesin the outputratio.
This leaves three endogenous variablesin table 3 to be determined.
Deviations in productivitygrowthfrom trend (row 5) depend on lags in
firingand hiring, which make the productivityvariable a function of
currentand past changes in the outputratio.26The productivityvariable
is also allowedto be influencedby the food-energyeffect. The coefficient
sums in table 4 show the food-energyeffect on productivity,but mask
(14)

26. This specification and the timing of the slowdown in the trend are consistent with
the empirical description of cyclical productivity effects in Robert J. Gordon, "The 'Endof-Expansion' Phenomenon in Short-Run Productivity Behavior," BPEA, 2:1979, pp.
447-61.
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Table 4. Auxiliary Equations for the Basic Model, 1954:2 through 1980:4a
Sums of coefficients on current
and lagged variables and sumn-

Relative
price of
food and

maty statistic

energy, Z3

Dependent variable
Adjuisted
Relative
nominial
price of inGNP
ports, Z4
growthy,9

Productivity
growth de-

viation, z,

Sums of coefficients
Z3
Z4

9
Q

z5

mh
Summary statistic
R2
Standard error
of estimate

0.10
0.05
. ...
...

3.36*
0.35*
...
...

.

.

.

- 0.43

...

...
-0.10*

...

...

-0.14
...
...
1.27*..

0.53

0.61

0.52

0.62

0.95

5.1

3.1

2.0

- 0.17*

-0.02

...

Source: Same as table 2.
*Significant at the I percent level.
a. See the definitions of variables in table 2, note a, and table 3, note a.

the influenceof outputmovementsthatprimarilyinfluenceproductivity
in proportionto the rate of change of the outputratio ratherthan to its
level. The actualcoefficientsimplythata 1percentincreasein the output
ratio would be associated with a transitory 2.4 percent increase in
productivity,which is then reversedin the followingfive quarters.
The inflationequation(row 6) is the same as that displayedin the first
columnof table 2. The specificationof changes in the foreignexchange
rateis quiteunconventional,as it is motivatedby a desireto keep interest
ratesandforeignmoney andincome variablesout of the model. Clearly,
the exchange rate should appreciatein response to a deceleration in
domesticmoney growth,but a constraintis needed in futuresimulations
to keep the exchange ratefrom appreciatingforever.
The equation summarizedin row 7 of table 3 introduces mh,,the
deviationof actual money growthfrom its three-yearmoving average,
where the latter may be considered a proxy for foreign money growth
andrepresentsthe idea thata monetarydecelerationin the United States
willbe followedin due course by a decelerationin foreignmoneygrowth.
The deviation of velocity growth from its long-run trend (y, - m,
- 3.2) is also included, along with the food-energy variable and two
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dummyvariablesfor the sharp correction in the overvaluationof the
dollarthatoccurredafterthe SmithsonianAgreementand in early 1973.
The estimatedequationfor the 1972:1-1980:4sampleperiodis
5

9

Z5t =

(15)

1Pim,ti+,

+

+ 2.07**z3 -16.6*D72
R2=

- Mt_i+, - 3.2)

8i(Y-i+1

0.75, standard error = 7.5, 3 =

-

33.6*D73
4.3**, E8i = I.4**.

12

where m,t= mt - (1/12)mt_-,

D72 = 1.0 in the first quarter of 1972 (0

otherwise), and D73 = 1.0 in the first and second quarters of 1973
(0 otherwise), and the asterisks have the same meaningas in table 2.
The resulting equation for exchange rate has the property that the
exchangerate appreciateswhile money growthdecelerates, but reaches
a new steady-statelevel when money growtharrivesat its finalconstant
growthrate in the simulationsreportedbelow.
Overall,the modelis similarin structureto those thathave been used
to simulate the effects of monetarypolicy in our previous work. The
main innovation here is the treatmentof the food-energy and import
variablesas endogenous.27Comparedto an unconstrainedVAR model
includingthe same variables, the mainjustificationfor the many zero
restrictions in the model shown in table 3 is a conscious attempt to
separate real from nominal effects, so that the numerous variables
representingrelative price changes approach zero in the long run in
simulationsof alternativenominalmoney-growthpaths.
Conceptual Issues in Simulating Future Policies
THE

LUCAS

CRITIQUE

Some economists, following the lead of Robert Lucas, object to
econometricsimulationsof hypotheticalfuturepolicy actions based on
27. A similar model is displayed in Gordon, "Inflation in Recession and Recovery,"
appendix B. A similar treatment of the foreign exchange rate was introduced in "Inflation,
Flexible Exchange Rates," equation A.5.
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parametersestimated from a historical sample period when a different
policy regimemay have been in effect. In the specific case we examine,
the dynamicresponse of output and price adjustmentto a hypothetical
future monetarydeceleration depends mainly on the parametersin an
inflationequationestimatedfor the 1954-80sampleperiod.Criticsmight
arguethat the inflationequation 13 is misspecified;in place of the y,(L)
lag distributionon past inflationshouldbe substitutedthe expected rate
of inflation,say Ep,. Because no sustained monetarydecelerationwas
ever actuallycarriedout withinthe sampleperiod, they would claimwe
have no evidence to rule out a muchmorepromptresponse of Ep, to the
announcementof a monetarydecelerationin 1981-the Volckerpolicythanwouldbe indicatedby the historicallag distributionon past inflation
rates.
Our willingness to take seriously simulationsof hypotheticalfuture
monetarypolicies rests on the parallelnatureof the hypothetical 198186 monetarydecelerationandthe actual 1965-70monetaryacceleration.
Our argumentin the following paragraphscan be divided into three
components.Therewas a monetary"regimeshift" in the mid-1960sthat
was more significant statistically than that implied by the Volcker
monetaryslowdown. Economic agents would have taken several years
to recognize a regime shift in the mid-1960sand, presumably,a shift in
the opposite direction in 1981. And, perhaps most important, the
structureof ourbasic inflationequationexhibitsstructuralstabilitywhen
estimateSiacross two subperiods(1954-66 and 1967-80)thatbracketthe
mid-1960smonetaryregime shift, thus yielding no presumptionthat a
structuralshift in that equation would occur in the early 1980s, even
after the several years that would elapse before such a shift could be
recognized.
In the literatureon the Lucas critiquea monetaryregimeis in effect
over a given time interval if the evolution of monetarygrowth can be
described by a feedback rule having stable parameters.It is taken for
grantedin existing studies of monetary regime shifts, such as that of
ThomasSargentandSalihNeftci, thata changeinregimecanbe identified
econometricallyby applyinga Chow test to an equation in which the
growthrate of the money supplyis the dependentvariable,andboth the
laggeddependentvariableand other key macroeconomicaggregatesto
which the monetaryauthoritymightreact are on the right-handside of
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the equation.28Indeed, when equationsexplainingquarterlyMI growth
for the three alternativesampleperiods 1954-80, 1954-66, and 1967-80
areestimatedwith four lags of MI growth,inflation,andthe outputratio
as explanatoryvariables,a Chow test confirmsthat a structuralshift at
the beginningof 1967is significant;the F(13,81) ratiois 2.26, compared
to a 5 percentcriticalvalue of 1.87.
Is such a shift in structureimpliedby the deterministicmoney growth
paths used to generate the post-1980 simulationsin the next section?
Whenthe 1981-92series of assumed money growthpaths are treatedas
a dependentvariable,andthe generatedvaluesof inflationandthe output
ratioare treatedas explanatoryvariables(alongwith the lagged dependentvariable),a Chowtest comparingthe stabilityof 1981-92coefficients
with 1967-92coefficientsreveals no shiftin structurein eitherthe control
or Volcker solutions. For the control solution path the F(13,91) ratio is
0.38, comparedto a 5 percent criticalvalue of 1.86, and for the Volcker
solutionthe analogousF-ratiois 1.73.
The Lucas critique implies that a recognized shift from the stable
parametersin one monetaryregimeto anotherset of stable parameters
for a second monetaryregime should lead to an instantaneousshift in
the behaviorof privateagents. Yet a crucialflaw in this argumentis the
assumptionof instant recognitionthat a regime change has occurred:
how does one recognize such a change?
Considerthe monetaryregimeshiftat the beginningof 1967,described
in the previous section, that can be recognized by the econometrician
performingtests on data availablein 1982.Could such a shift have been
recognized and thus have been a source for a behavioral parameter
change in 1967? Using currently available data, we can compare MI
equationsestimatedfor the full periodfrom 1954to the end of the year
L and two equations extending from 1954 to L - 5 and from L - 5 to L.

We findthat, while the Chow test reveals a structuralshift significantat
the 10 percent level as early as L = 1968, a structuralshift is identified
using the more conventional 5 percent significance level only when
severalmoreyearshave passed andL = 1972.Withsuchflimsyevidence
28. Salih Neftci and Thomas J. Sargent, "A Little Bit of Evidence on the Natural Rate
Hypothesis from the U.S.," Journal of Monetary Economics, vol. 4 (April 1978), pp. 31519.
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availablein the interimbetween 1968and 1972,our hypothetical"yeomanagent-econometrician"wouldhave hadno firmreasonfor changing
price-and wage-settingpracticesand institutionsin the interim.29
These yeoman agent-econometricianswould not only have trouble
distinguishinga regime change if one were to occur in 1981,but would
also have no precedentfor shiftingtheir wage-settingand price-setting
behaviorin response to such a shift. Table2 presentsinflationequations
for the 1954-66 and 1967-80 subperiodscorrespondingto the apparent
monetaryregimechange that occurredat the beginningof 1967.30
Whatseems remarkableto us is, despite a few minorexceptions, the
overall stability of the sums of coefficients in the inflation equation
across the two subintervals.The only significantcoefficientshift, thatin
the distributionon the laggeddependentvariable,is alreadyincludedin
the full-periodequation.A Chowtest confirmsthatthereis no significant
change in structurewhen the other coefficients are allowed to shift in
1967:1;the F(24,48) ratiois 0.85, comparedto a 10percentcriticalvalue
of 1.53.
Thus, even if the post-1980monetarydecelerationwere sufficiently
dramaticto be interpretedby agents, perhapswith a lag of two to five
years, as a regimechange, we are left with no solid reasonto thinkthere
wouldbe a markedchangein the structureof the inflationequation,and
thus in the estimated "sacrificeratio." The only change in the inflation
process after 1967 was a shorteningof the lag distribution.If a policy
29. The phrase "yeoman agent-econometrician"combines three essential elements
of the new classical equilibriummacroeconomicsassociated with the names of Lucas,
Sargent,and Barro.First, their microeconomicbehavioralmodels are most appropriate
forprice-taking"yeomanfarmers,"as pointedout by AlanS. BlinderandStanleyFischer
in "Inventories,RationalExpectationsand the Business Cycle," Journal of Monetary
Economics, vol. 8 (November1981),pp. 277-304.Second,theindividualsmakingdecisions
in the Lucas, Sargent,Barroliteratureare almostalways describedas agents. Third,the
relianceof such yeoman agents on Chow tests to identifyshifts in regimesimplies that
they have all receiveda rudimentaryeducationin econometrics.
30. We identify such a policy shift by a significantchange in parameters,not by an
explicitannouncementof a policy shiftby the Boardof Governors.The 1967shiftinvolved
a significantreductionof the previouslynegativecoefficienton the inflationratein the MI
equations;this suggests that the Federal Reserve's behaviorshifted throughits failure
significantlyto deceleratemonetarygrowth in response to the upsurgeof inflationthat
occurredin the 1966-68 interval.It is unlikelythata new policy involvingthe "failureto
fightinflation"wouldhave been announcedexplicitlyby the Board.
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shift caused history to "rewind" to the longer lag distributionin effect
before 1967,our simulationswouldbe too optimistic,not too pessimistic
as the critics suggest.3"
Someskepticsmayresisttheprecedinganalysis,whichfollows NeftciSargentby basingits assessmentof regimeshiftsentirelyon the behavior
of the money supply. Insteadone could examinethe behaviorof interest
rates and mightconclude that the willingnessof the FederalReserve to
tolerate high interest rates since its announcedNovember 1979policy
shift, despite relatively high unemployment,is unprecedented.32The
widespreadwage concessions and contract renegotiationsof 1981-82
seem consistent with widespreadperceptionof a new toughness in the
FederalReserve's stance. Yet the implicationthat our simulationsmay
be too pessimisticis not supportedby the datafor 1981:1 through1982:1.
Our basic model of table 3, row 1, when simulated using the actual
monetarygrowth rates between 1981:1and 1982:1,underpredictsboth
the inflationrate (an average predicted rate of 7.7 percent versus the
actual 8.0 percent) and the unemploymentrate (predicted7.4 percent
versus the actual7.8 percent).33
31. Cross-countryhistoricalevidence from the last century suggezts that inflation
inertia is a unique phenomenonof the postwar United States and that the timing of
parametershifts is consistent with the view that the institutionof staggeredthree-year
wage contractsis the mainculprit.Thereis no reasonto believe thata drasticshift would
occur in the structureof the inflationequationuntil a regimeshift far more drasticthan
that in 1967were to cause multiyearcontractsto be abandoned.See RobertJ. Gordon,
"Why U.S. Wage and EmploymentBehaviorDiffers from that in Britainand Japan,"
EconomicJournal,vol. 92 (March1982),pp. 13-44.
32. As evidencethatthe shiftin FederalReserveinterestratepolicyin November1979
was not perceivedto be permanent,we can cite Fair'spublishedbeliefthatthe policy shift
was temporaryand had ended in mid-1980.See Ray C. Fair, "EstimatedEffects of the
October1979Changein MonetaryPolicy on the 1980Economy," AmericanEconomic
Review, vol. 71 (May 1981 Papers and Proceedings, 1980), pp. 160-65.

33. The errorin predictingunemploymentwas quite large in 1982:1, when the basic
modelpredictedan unemploymentrate of 7.6 percentalongthe Volckerpathin figure1,
as contrastedwith the 8.8 percentrate thatactuallyoccurredin that quarter.Most of this
erroris causedby our simplisticequationthattranslatesmoneygrowthinto nominalGNP
growth,not by the inflationequationitself that predictsinflationgiven unemployment.
Theforecasterrorof 1.2percentagepointof unemploymentcanbe decomposedas follows:
actualquarterlypath of MI growth in 1981in contrastto the constant 5.0 percentrate
assumedin figure1, 0.2 extra point of unemployment;slowdownin velocity growthnot
predictedby nominalGNP equation,0.6 point; underpredictionof unemploymentrate,
withcorrespondingoverpredictionof outputratio, 0.3 point;and errorin unemployment
equationfor a given outputratio,0.1 point.
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Finally, we can concede that the structureof the inflationprocess
mightchange in some unpredictableway after sufficienttime, say five
years, has passed for a monetaryregime shift to be identified;indeed,
the twelve year interval between 1981 and 1992 is a long time to look
into the future. But a structuralchange after five years would not alter
our conclusion that stoppinginflationis costly simply because most of
the outputcost occurs early in the simulationinterval(91 percentof the
cost occurs in the first five years along path I in figure 1 below, and 56
percentalongpath II).

THE

SACRIFICE

RATIO

ArthurOkuncomputedthe outputloss fromreducinginflationimplied
by a numberof Phillipscurve models and came up with estimatesof the
output cost of reducinginflationby one percentagepoint of between 6
and 18 percent of a year's GNP, with a mean of 10 percent.34Those
estimateswere based on a ratiobetween the loss of output,in percentof
GNP, and the reductionin inflation,in percentagepoints, occurringin
the first year of a disinflationexperiment. This method of calculation
does not, however, take into account the possibility of changes in the
ratioas the disinflationexperimentproceeds.
Here we investigatea disinflationarymonetarystrategyandcalculate
the ratio of the present discounted value of the cumulativeoutput loss
to the average discounted reductionin inflation.While these might, in
principle,be computed for an infinitetime horizon, we economize on
computationcost by calculatingthe ratioof termsdiscountedforty-eight
quartersinto the futureas
48
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where the superscript1 refers to a control simulationand 0 refers to a
simulationperturbedby a deterministicmoney-growthdeceleration.In
16the cumulativeoutputloss is dividedby fourto convertit to an annual
34. Okun, "Efficient Disinflationary Policies."
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Figure 1. Effects of Different Monetary Policies on Unemployment,Inflation and
the SacrificeRatio, Alternative Models, 1981-1992a
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a. Path I is the one presented as the basic model in table 5, row 1. Path ll holds constant the relative prices of
imports and food and energy, as presented in table 5, row 3.
The control solution sets the growth rate of MI at 6.6 percent a year. The Volcker solution sets 5.0 percent for
1981, 4.0 percent for 1982, and then decelerates by 0.5 point a year to a rate of 2.0 percent for 1986 through 1992.
b. The sacrifice ratio is undiscounted. The inflation displacement is the difference in the inflation path between
the control and Volcker solutions.
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basis, andthe denominatoris dividedby E (1 + r)-I in orderto average
the inflationrate, so that, for example, if p - p? were constantat a rate
Tr,the denominatorwouldjust equal r.
Obviously the choice of discount rates is crucial once we use a
procedurethat takes account of developmentsover several years. The
analogousprocedureto Okun'swould be to ignorethe relativetimingof
costs and benefits and simplyto divide the cumulativeoutputloss after
twelve years by the permanentreductionin inflation.We reportresults
on this basis (r = 0) and also with a positive annualdiscount rate (r =
3), which providesa better startingpointfor welfareanalysis.
An importantissue raised by this set of calculations involves the
limitation of the horizon to twelve years. As we show below, our
disinflationarymonetary strategy overshoots the equilibriumoutput
ratioand inflationrate by varyingamountsin the differentsimulations,
andin most cases the economy has not settled down by the end of 1992.
This causes an overstatement in our sacrifice ratio by excluding the
discountedbenefit of lower inflationafter 1992,as well as any possible
increasein the growthrateof "natural"output,whichis assumedbelow
to be exogenous. It also, however, understates the sacrifice ratio by
failingto includethe post-1992recession that arises fromovershooting,
the cost to society of the instabilityin both output and inflationthat is
caused by the disinflationarystrategy,and any diminutionin the capital
stock due to low investmentduringthe 1981-85slump. We assume that
the net effect of these distortionsis smallenough so that our results are
not significantlybiased. As furtherjustificationfor a truncatedhorizon,
we feel that it is unwise to give too much weight to the parts of the
simulationthat are remote in time from the startingdate and therefore
subjectto largeforecastingerrors.35
35. Fora moredetaileddiscussionof the welfarecosts of disinflation,see Okun,Prices
and Quantities,chaps. 7 and 8. In particular,we follow Okunin treatinga positive log
outputratioas creatinga benefitfor society, due to the roleof the tax "wedge" thatmakes
labor's marginalproductexceed its opportunitycost at a zero log output ratio. For a
detailedanalysis, see RobertJ. Gordon,"The WelfareCost of HigherUnemployment,"
BPEA,1:1973,pp. 133-95. A comprehensiveanalysisof the costs of inflationis contained
in Stanley Fischer, "Towardsan Understandingof the Costs of Inflation:II," in Karl
Brunner and Allan H. Meltzer, eds., The Costs and Consequences of Inflation, Carnegie-

RochesterConferenceSerieson PublicPolicy, vol. 15(Amsterdam:North-Holland,1981),
pp. 5-41.
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It is instructiveto consider the implicationsof a discounted sacrifice
ratio of, say, 6. Such a ratio would imply that in order to achieve a
long-run reduction in the inflation rate of 5 percentage points, the
economy would have to sacrifice output with a present value of 30
percentof a year's naturalGNP, roughly$1,000billionat currentprices,
or about$4,000per capita.
However large, the output loss from disinflationdoes not by itself
containimplicationsfor economic policy. An assessment must be made
of the welfarecost of lost outputandthe welfarebenefitof lowerinflation.
Considerationof the value of the leisuretime gainedby the unemployed
reduces the loss of $1,000 billion in domestic output to about $860
billion.36Loweringinflationwould yield benefitsto society reflectingthe
nonneutral impact of financial regulation and the tax system. For
example, Stanley Fischer estimates the annualgainfrom a 5 percentage
pointreductionof inflationas 0.30 percentof GNP. This reflectsreduced
distortionin holdingsof noninterest-bearingmoney andinterest-bearing
assets subject to interest rate ceilings.37The gain from lower inflation
can be boosted to as muchas 1percentof GNP by consideringthe effects
of inflationon saving, although all of this added effect hinges on the
assumptionthattax reformis infeasible.Werethe total annualgainfrom
reducinginflationby 5 points to amountto as muchas 1 percentof GNP
($30billion), the present value of the gainfromreducinginflationwould
be $1,000 billion, exceeding the present value of the outputloss of $860
billion. But we do not believe that tax distortionsshould be treated as
unalterableand permanent.
THE

CONTROL

AND

VOLCKER

SOLUTIONS

To carry out a simulationwhose results are directly relevant to the
contemporarypolicy debate, we compare a control solution with an
approximationof the current official policy of the Federal Reserve
Board. The control solution sets the annualgrowth rate of MI permanently at its 1980averageof 6.6 percenta year. The alternativedisinflationary Volcker solution sets 1981growth at the actual average of 5.0
percent, sets 1982growthat the midpointof the officialtargetrange,4.0
36. Gordon,"The WelfareCost of HigherUnemployment,"p. 164.
37. Fischer, "Towardsan Understanding,"pp. 17-19.
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percent, and then allows MI growth to decelerate by 0.5 percentage
point a year to a finalrate of 2.0 percentfor 1986through1992.38
An alternativeto this comparisonof solutions would be the "innovation accounting" approachgenerallyused in the evaluationof VAR
models. A downwardinnovationin MI growth could be introducedin
the first quarterof the simulation, equal in size to one sample-period
standarddeviation, and the subsequentadjustmentof the output ratio
andinflationratecould be calculated.Because the shock occursfor only
one period, the resulting sacrifice ratio would differ from that in the
control and Volcker simulationsbecause there would be more time for
the overshooting cycles to dampen. These differences are difficultto
explainin a compactway, however, and we choose to limitthe size and
complexity of the paper by presenting simulationresults only for the
controland Volcker alternatives.
Sacrifice Ratios in Alternative Models
Table5, whichsummarizesthe simulationresultsandimpliedsacrifice
ratios, is divided into two sections. Rows 1 through4 use alternative
versions of the basic model from table 3. The remainderof the table
shows how the results are altered when we convert our basic model,
step by step, into a simple VAR model. Each line of the table displays
goodness-of-fitstatistics for the inflationequation in the first two columns, the undiscountedcumulativetwelve-yearoutputloss in the third
column, and the average reduction of the inflationrate in the fourth
column. The last two columns show the sacrificeratiofrom equation 16
with the undiscountedratio (r = 0) and the sacrificeratiodiscountedat
an annual rate of 3 percent (r = 3)

The first row of the table shows that the basic model of table 3
generates a cumulativeoutput loss of 13.4 percent of a year's GNP to
reduceinflationby an averageof 4.4 percentagepointsa yearfor sacrifice
ratiosof 3.0 (undiscounted)and4.3 (discounted).Discountingraises the
ratio, of course, because the output loss comes relatively early in the
1981-92 period, and the benefit of lower inflation comes later. The
38. The 1980 and 1981 actual figures are fourth-quarter to fourth-quarter, as reported
in Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, "Monetary Policy Objectives for
1982," February 10, 1982, pp. 6-7. The 1981 "shift adjustment" of MIB is ignored.
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permanentreductionin the inflationrate in equilibriumis 4.9 percent,
andit is accompaniedby a 4.6 percentagepoint reductionin MI growth
anda 0.3 point reductionin velocity growth.
The economy's dynamic adjustmentis illustratedin figure 1, where
the solid lines indicate the simulationsbeing discussed here. Because
the unemploymentrate is a morefamiliarstatisticthan the outputratio,
we display in the top panel the implied unemploymentrate profile for
1981-92 under the control and Volcker simulations.39Whereas the
controlunemploymentrate remainsin the range of 5.5 to 7.4 percent,
the Volcker unemploymentrate peaks at 8.3 percent in 1983and then
drops rapidlyto a troughof 5.0 in 1991, substantiallyovershooting its
naturalrate of 6.0 percent and implying additionalinstabilityfor the
post-1992 period. In the second panel the relatively stable control
inflationrate is contrastedwith the plummetingVolcker inflationrate,
which hits a trough of 0.7 percent in 1987. The last panel shows the
undiscountedsacrifice ratio and the displacementof the inflationrate
between the control and Volcker projections.40If the variance rather
thanthe mean of the inflationrate is what mattersfor its welfare cost, a
defect of the Volcker policy is the extra instabilitythat it creates for
inflationover this period.
INTERNATIONAL

EFFECTS

Why is the sacrificeratio on row 1 of table 5, both with and without
discounting, so much lower than the ratio of 10 reported in Okun's
survey? Our more optimistic set of results reflects three channels of
"internationalfeedback" included in the basic model. The Volcker
39. The unemploymentrate is calculatedfrom the following Okun's Law equation
estimatedin Gordon's"Inflation,FlexibleExchangeRates":
3.96 - 0.243Q, - 0.142Q, 1 -

Uw=

(46.2)
fi2

=

(-12.0)

(-6.39)

0.040Qt-2

(-1.78)

0.976, Durbin-Watson = 1.55, Standard error = 0.178,

wherenumbersin parenthesesare t-ratios.
To convertfromthe weightedto the officialunemploymentrate, the constantis changed
from3.96 to 6.00 percentagepoints.
40. The plottedundiscountedsacrificeratiois basedon a separatecalculationfor each
period.Thus the plottedvalue for 1992:4correspondsto that listed in the fifthcolumnof
table5.
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simulationreduces the inflation rate not only through the traditional
channelof lower output, but also by causing a reductionin the relative
price of importsand in the relative price of food and energy, as well as
an appreciationin the effective exchange rate. The impact of these
channelsof monetaryinfluenceis demonstratedin table 5. In row 2 the
relativeimportprice change variable,Z4, is set at zero duringthe 198192 simulation,in contrastto its endogenousresponse allowed in row 1.
The consequenceof imposingexogeneity on the Z4variableis an increase
in the discountedsacrificeratiofrom 4.3 to 5.8. In parallelfashion, row
3 treats both the relativeimportprice and food-energy,variablesZ4and
Z3, as exogenous, raisingthe discountedsacrificeratioto 7.2. Finally, in
row 4 all three internationalfeedback variablesare made exogenous in
the simulation,resultingin a discountedsacrificeratioof 9.9 thatis close
to Okun'ssummaryestimateof 10.
Since the endogeneityof the internationalvariablesaccounts for the
more optimistic results in row 1 as compared to row 4, we may ask
whetherthe behaviorofthe internationalvariablesinthe two simulations,
as summarizedin the following, is plausible:
Cumulativechanlges,1981-92 (percent)
Food-energy effect
Relative price of imports
Effective exchange rate

Control
- 3.8
-7.7
4.6

Volcker
- 6.0
-32.3
20.8

Difference
2.2
24.6
16.2

Although the food-energy change seems minor, the exchange rate
differenceof 16.2 is substantial.It is quite close, however, to the 13.7
percentcumulativeappreciationof the sameexchangeratemeasurethat
actually occurred between 1980:4 and 1981:4. Since the cumulative
displacementof the domestic price level between the two simulationsis
53.2 percent, the exchange rate results would be consistent with the
long-runachievementof purchasingpower parityif the Volcker policy
causeda cumulativedisplacementof the foreignpricelevel by 37 percent
(53.2 minus 16.2), that is, by abouttwo-thirdsof the U.S. displacement.
In this case, by 1992the real U.S. exchangerate wouldhave returnedto
its 1980value.4'
41. See the relateddiscussionin WillemH. BuiterandMarcusMiller,"RealExchange
Rate Overshootingand the Output Cost of BringingDown Inflation," in European
Economic Review, vol. 18(May-June1982),pp. 85-130.
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The 24.6 point displacement of the relative import price may be
questioned.Addedto the 53.2 percentagepointcumulativedisplacement
of the domestic price level, the implied displacement of the nominal
price of imports would be 77.8 percent in dollars or 61.6 percent in
foreign currency(77.8 minus 16.2). Achievement of purchasingpower
parity,as suggestedin the last paragraph,would requirea displacement
of the foreign price level by 37 percent. Thus in foreigncurrencythose
foreigngoods purchasedby the United States wouldfall in priceby 24.6
percentrelativeto all otherforeigngoods. Althoughsome raw materials
purchasedby the UnitedStatesmayhavelow priceelasticitiesof demand
andmay exhibit a relativeprice decline in response to a U.S. recession,
the 24.6 percent relative price shift appearsimplausiblylarge for U.S.
importstaken as a whole. As suggestedabove in our discussion of table
4, we believe that the large coefficients in the importprice equationon
the food-energy variable reflect a particularconcurrence of events in
1974that is unlikely to be repeated, and believe that the simulationof
the basic model in the firstrow of table 5 may be too optimistic.
EXOGENOUS

INTERNATIONAL

PRICES

The projections given by the dashed lines in figure 1, path II,
correspondto the intermediatemodel of row 3 in table 5, which treats
the two relativeprice variables,Z3 and Z4, as exogenous, but allows the
exchange rate-which exhibits plausible behavior-to remainendogenous. Now thereis a greaterdifferencebetweenthe unemploymentrates
in the control and Volcker solutions, with the latter yielding a peak
unemploymentrate of 8.5 percentin 1984:2.The undiscountedcumulative output loss in the dashed-lineprojectionsis double that in path I,
and the unemploymentrate remainsabove 7 percent until 1988instead
of 1986.At the end of the simulationthe Volckerunemploymentratehas
reached5.1 percentand is still fallingvery rapidly,implyingsubstantial
instabilityafter 1992.
SYMMETRIC

VAR

MODELS

In contrast to the model described in table 3, which exhibits many
emptycells indicatingthat a particularset of coefficientshas been set to
zero in a particularequation, the VAR model reportedin row 5 of table
5 includesfour lagged values in all equations, except that for inflation,
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which includes twenty-fourlagged values of the dependent variable.42
Currentvalues are included in the recursive mannerof table 1, except
that inflationand the output ratio are simultaneouslydetermined.Anotherdifferenceis the appearanceof MI growthin allequationsincluding
thatexplainingthe inflationrate. This VAR system producesa total lack
of significanceof money changes in the inflationequation:none of the
coefficientson currentor laggedmoney is individuallysignificant,even
at the 10 percent level, and the F-ratio on the inclusion of the current
andlaggedvalues is only 0.28. Correspondingto this lack of significance
is the identicalset of simulationresultson rows 5 and6 of table 5, which
respectivelyincludeand exclude money from the inflationequation.
More interestingare the much lower sacrificeratios, both with and
withoutdiscounting,for the VAR models on rows 5 and 6 as compared
to the most closely correspondingrestrictedmodel in row 1. The VAR
resultsappearimplausiblebecause they implycontinuousdriftingof real
endogenousvariablesthrough1992,even thoughthe growthrate of MI
underboth simulationsis constantafter1985.For instance,in 1992under
the controlsimulationthe relativeprice of importsis steadilyrisingat an
annualrate of 4 percent a year with a constant exchange rate, whereas
underthe Volcker simulationthe relativepriceof importsis risingat the
same 4 percent rate but the exchange rate is depreciatingsteadily at 4
percent a year. By 1992 the level of the exchange rate has actually
depreciatedin the Volcker simulationcomparedto the control simulation, implying that in the long run restrictive monetary policy raises
foreign inflation.Further,the cumulative 1981-92 displacementof the
relative price of imports is 53.1 percent, which is more than twice as
much as in the basic model of the firstrow in the table and is thus even
more implausiblethanthe resultthat we questionedabove.
By makingsmall changes in the VAR model, it is possible to obtain
even lower sacrificeratios. Row 7 shortensthe distributionon the lagged
dependent variable in the inflationequation from twenty-four to four
quarters,thus quickeningthe overallresponsivenessof the model. Then
in row 8 the orderingis reversedfrom that in table 3, with the exchange
42. Thereare a few remainingasymmetricfeaturesof the VAR modelin row 5 of table
5 that are necessitated by the limited degrees of freedom. The 1972and 1973dummy
variablesappearonly in the exchangerate equation;the Nixon dummyvariablesappear
only in the inflationequation;and, becauseof its limited1972-80sampleperiod,thereare
only two lags on each variablein the foreignexchangeequation.
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ratefirst, the inflationrate next, and so on. This version actuallyyields
a zero discountedsacrificeratio.
Finally, rows 9 through 11 make a gradualtransition to the more
conventionalVAR models estimated by Sims and others. Row 9 takes
the row 7 model and excludes all supplyvariablesexcept for the relative
price of imports(the latter variableis retainedbecause it is used in the
six-variablemodel in Sims' originalVAR paper "Macroeconomicsand
Reality"). This smaller model in row 9 retains the basic propertiesof
row 7, with little change in the discountedsacrificeratio. But the model
of row9 wouldneverbe chosen by a VARafficionado,since ourprevious
researchhas been used to introducethe naturaloutput "adjustments"
to the mi and Q variables,as well as to state the importprice variablein
relative rather than nominal form. The last two rows, row 10 in first
differencesandrow 11in levels, eliminatethese adjustments.The model
in row 11 seems to us a good example of the folly of the atheoretical
VAR approachwhen it is unencumberedby common sense. The discounted sacrificeratio is an enormous34.2, and the impliedunemployment rate in the model grows steadily to almost 15 percent by 1992.
Why?The specificationin levels ratherthangrowthratesmixes up trend
and cycle phenomena. It yields a negative coefficient on output and a
negligiblepositive coefficient on money in the price equation,which as
a result is little more than an autoregressionin which the inflationrate
responds very sluggishly to restrictive monetary policy.43

Overall,we findlittle to dissuadeus fromour preferencefor the basic
model. It is based on an inflationequationthat is stable over the 195480 sampleperiodand in which coefficientshave correct signs and are of
reasonablesize. The auxiliaryequationsaddedfor the policy simulations
yield plausible paths for the endogenous variables, except for the
excessive response of the relative price of imports.The version shown
in row 2, which restricts the growth rate of the relative import price
variableto be zero duringthe simulationperiod, omits this implausible
import-pricepattern and thus seems to us to be the most reliable
indicationof the consequences of the controland Volcker policies. The
VARmodelsof rows 5 and6 lackplausibility,since they yield continuous
43. The modelshownin the last row of table5 with variablesstatedas log levels is the
same as that in Sims, "Interwarand Postwar," with his interest rate replaced by our
importdeflator.
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long-rundriftin real variablesmany years afterthe growthrate of MI in
our simulationshas arrivedat its steady-statevalue. Finally, we findthe
VAR models of rows 7 through 11 inferior due to the omission of
significantvariables.

Conclusions
This paperhas attemptedto providenew measuresof the outputcost
of disinflationarymonetarypolicy using traditionaland vector autoregressive techniques and to use this substantiveissue as an occasion to
provide an assessment of alternativeeconometric methodologies. Our
conclusions are divided between those of methodologicalinterest and
those that relate to the estimated sacrifice ratios and their policy
implications.
METHODOLOGY

Althoughto date VAR models have mainlybeen used for multivariate
exogeneity and causalityanalysis, they also serve in testing the specification of traditional econometric models. Thanks to the discipline
imposed by the VAR technique, we have discovered that the relative
price of imports, and of food and energy, both usually treated as
exogenous, can be partiallyexplainedby laggedvaluesof othervariables.
As a result, the estimated response of inflationto restrictivemonetary
policy is amplified.
The traditionaland VAR approaches can be viewed as selecting
different methods of allocating zero restrictions in the face of scarce
degrees of freedom. Like any trade-offin economics, the best way to
allocate these restrictionsshould depend on an assessment of benefits
and costs. We find that the VAR technique, althougha useful tool for
checking traditionalspecifications, has a low benefit-cost ratio. The
pursuitof symmetryleads an investigatorto omit "special variables"
that matter for particularequations such as the effect of the Nixon
controls in the inflationequationor the investmenttax credit in investmentequations.By clingingto publisheddataandeschewingour natural
output adjustments,VAR models also tend to mix secular and cyclical
effects and to yield biased coefficientsfor key relations.As an example,
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the endogenoustreatmentof food-energyand importprices suggested
by the VAR techniqueyields an implausiblylargeresponse of the latter
variablein our simulations.
A VAR enthusiastmightbe willingto admitthat a pure VAR model
is of limitedusefulness for studyingour particularsubstantivequestion
over a long postsampletime horizonandto retreatinto a defense of VAR
models for multivariateexogeneity and causality testing. But, as the
exampleon row 11 of table 5 illustrates,a VAR model not unlike those
publishedin the literaturecan yield coefficientsthat are severely biased
and imply a Phillipscurve with a perverse slope. This is quite likely to
influencethe results of exogeneity and causalitytesting.
THE

OUTPUT

COST

OF

DISINFLATION

The discounted sacrificeratio that emerges from our basic model is
4.3 with the relative import price variable included and 5.8 with that
variableexcluded. The latterestimate, which we prefer,suggeststhatto
achieve by restrictive monetary policy a long-run reduction in the
inflationrate of 5 percentagepoints the nation must choose to give up
output having a present value of 29 percent of a year's naturalGNP,
almost $1,000billionat currentprices.
Disinflationarymonetarypolicy in the United States is likelyto create
similarconditionsabroad.Withoutestimatingseparateequationsfor the
rest of the world, we cannot conjectureabout the size of the additional
outputlost elsewhere. To the extent that nominalwages and prices are
less sticky in othercountries,the adjustmentprocess may be less painful
there than in the United States. But there is no doubt that the $1,000
billion figure understates the worldwide output loss imposed by the
currentofficialmonetarypolicy of the U.S. government.
The output loss from disinflation,however large, does not by itself
contain implicationsfor economic policy. The discountedwelfare gain
from a permanentreductionof the inflationrate by 5 percentagepoints
is unlikelyto approach$1,000 billion unless nonneutraltax distortions
and financialregulationsare assumed to be permanent.We find such a
presumptionimplausible.Further,we believe that the public aversion
to inflationlargely reflects a confusion between the effects of inflation
itself and the real income loss caused by the oil price shocks and
productivityslowdown of the 1970s. Economists have a responsibility
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to educatethe publicaboutthe truecosts of inflationin a neutraltax and
regulatoryenvironmentand about the outputcost of reducinginflation.
Our paper also has implicationsfor the literatureon inflation and
Phillipscurves. By includingthe exchange rate and importprices in the
U.S. inflationequation,we tie the study of inflationin the United States
moreclosely to the literatureon internationalmonetaryeconomics than
has traditionallybeen the case. Just as foreign economists have long
recognized,the mix of monetaryand fiscal policy, throughits effect on
the exchangerate,mattersfor the short-runinflationadjustmentprocess.
Finally, we findthe stabilityof our basic inflationequationbefore and
after 1967to be encouragingand offer this evidence in rebuttalto those
economists who specialize in "sortingthroughthe wreckage" of earlier
Phillips curves and prematurelyannouncingthe demise of Keynesian
economics.44
44. See especially RobertE. Lucas, Jr., and ThomasJ. Sargent, "After Keynesian
Macroeconomics,"in FederalReserve Bankof Boston, After the PhillipsCurve:Persistence of High Inflation and High Unemployment, Conference Series 19 (FRBB, 1978), pp.

49-72.
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Discussion
FRANCO
MODIGLIANI
foundthe paper'scomparisonof the two estimation

strategiesinteresting;but he suggestedthatthe sacrificeratioimpliedby
the Gordon-King coefficients were not very different from previous

results, though were at the very low end of the range. WilliamFellner
criticized the way the authors posed the choice open to policy. They
compute the cost of a resolute disinflationpolicy and compare it with
the cost of stabilizinginflationat its presentrate. But Fellnerarguedthat
holdingthe presentinflationrateis notfeasiblebecauseit is not a credible
policy. If attempted, economic agents will believe that any higher
inflationratewill be accommodated.Fellnerconcludedthatany credible
policy must involve a commitmentto reducethe rateof inflation.Hence
he suggestedthat the costs of wage and price controls would be a more
suitable alternative against which to measure the costs of resolute

disinflation.Gordon responded that stabilizinginflationat its current
level was a feasible policy as long as authorities made clear their
determinationnot to tolerateany furtherincreasesin the rateof inflation,
includingincreases caused by randomshocks.
Severalparticipantswere unconvincedby GordonandKing'sattempt
to confrontthe Lucas critique.They reasonedthat, in principleat least,
the steadfastpursuitof disinflationcould convince economic agentsthat
the futurewould be differentfrom the past and so could reduce the real
costs of disinflation.
Christopher Sims asked whether the resolute disinflation policy
outlined by the authors was adequately specified. The paper ignores
fiscal policy, yet there is some question about whether the resolute
disinflationpolicy pursued by the Federal Reserve, combined with
historicallyhighandgrowingdeficits, could resultin inflationreductions
and output losses consistent with the estimated sacrifice ratios. Sims
suggestedthatthe sacrificeratioof the presentpolicy combinationcould
be muchhigherthanthat estimatedby Gordonand King.
Sims criticizedthe authors'comparisonbetween the VAR procedure
and the more traditionalstructuralstatisticalframework.He found the
comparisonmisleadingbecause the VAR models are essentially unre-
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stricted while the structuralequations take advantage of restrictions
based on the authors' claimed a priori knowledge. Sims argued that
when VAR models are used for makingprojections,some procedurefor
dampingsamplingvariationin estimatedcoefficientsis essential to good
performance.A meaningfultest of the value of the authors' claimed
a prioriknowledgewould have comparedprojectionsfrom their model
with projectionsfrom a VAR model estimated with a loose Bayesian
prior,notbasedon a claimto a prioriknowledgeaboutspecificequations.
King interpretedthis comment as compatiblewith the paper's negative
verdicton unrestrictedVAR models of the type thathave recently been
popular and welcomed Sims's suggestions for an improved formal
methodologyfor introducingsuch restrictions.

